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QIBA’s mission is to improve the value and practicality of quantitative imaging biomarkers by reducing 

variability across devices, clinical sites and time.

The initiative engages researchers, healthcare professionals, and the industry to advance the use of 

imaging biomarkers in clinical trials and clinical practice. This includes:

• Collaboration to identify needs, barriers and solutions to create consistent, reliable, valid and 

achievable quantitative imaging results across imaging platforms, clinical sites, and time.

• Accelerating development and adoption of hardware and software standards to achieve accurate 

and reproducible quantitative results from imaging methods.

Various QIBA projects and activities have been funded in whole or in part with Federal funds from the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, National Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human Service, under Contracts Nos. HHSN268201000050C, HHSN268201300071C, and HHSN268201500021C.

QIBA – Industrializing Biomarkers
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Differences in:

- Patient Handling

- Acq. Protocols

- Reconstruction

- Segmentation

. . .

When all participating actors 
conform to the requirements…

Protocol Reqs

Recon Reqs
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Noise Reqs
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Patient Prep &
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Calibration Reqs
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Profile
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• Identify significant sources of variance

• Estimate achievable repeatability and accuracy 

• Validate underlying assumptions and mechanisms

• Determine details critical to specify in the Profile

• Initiate regulatory engagement

• Make Profile available to the community

• Engage with sites/trials adopting the Profile

• Converge practice; reduce gratuitous variation

• Document the agreed parameters and procedures

• Specify details necessary to be robust in general use

• Drive out any impeding variance and complexity

• Make details stable, clear, implementable, testable

• Test conformance with QIBA Profile specifications

• Publish validated products/sites

• Apply selection criteria:

Transformational, Translational, Feasible, Practical

• Sketch Performance Claim

QIBA Process

QIBA analyzes sources of variance and bias in the generation of quantitative imaging biomarkers. 

A QIBA Profile document then places requirements on staff and equipment intended to eliminate 

or compensate for such sources, or at least quantify their impact.

QIBA Profiles

QIBA Profile Structure

QIBA Profiles are rooted in a biomarker performance Claim. The Profile defines Requirements on how the Activities 

that contribute to achieving the Claim are performed.  Responsibility for each Requirement is assigned to an Actor 

such as the Acquisition Device, the Radiologist or the Technologist. Some Requirements, such as that on Voxel Noise 

levels, must be assessed using a specific Assessment Procedure. 

Stage Name Stage Meaning Stage Criteria

Public 

Comment 

Draft

Key factors affecting the Claim are 

described and requirements set for 

all/most of the factors.  

• Open issues clearly listed

• Some groundwork may be ongoing

• Actor requirements clear & justified

Consensus 

(Publicly 

Reviewed)

Consensus reached and ready for 

trial implementation.

• Text reasonably stable

• Public Comments addressed

• Open issues mostly resolved

Technically 

Confirmed

Profile is practical to understand 

and implement.

• Text stable

• Open issues resolved

• Procedures implemented at test site 

Claim 

Confirmed

Claimed performance can be 

achieved.

• Performance measured at test site

• Profile Claims achieved

Clinically 

Confirmed

Claimed performance will typically

be achieved.

• Profile Claims achieved in clinical use 

at multiple sites
• Note: QIBA doesn’t currently evaluate or 

coordinate transition to this stage

QIBA Profile Stages

Each QIBA Profile is re-published when it reaches the next developmental Stage. Each Stage represents a 

progressively higher level of stability of the Profile contents and higher confidence in the Claim. When a given 

Profile is suitable for their purposes is up to each adopting organization.  From the beginning of Profile 

development it reflects the current best thinking of domain experts. Sites looking for guidance on good practices 

for generating a given biomarker and easily avoided traps will find QIBA Profiles useful even in their early stages.  

Clinical Trials and Organizations interested in achieving the specific performance levels in the Claim may wait 

until later stages.

2. Determine Type of Claim(s)
Cross-sectional: measure QIB at 1 time point

Longitudinal: measure QIB change over time

3. Choose Performance Metric
Depends on: 

• Type of claim 

• Is measurement biased?

• Is measurement variability constant or 

dependent on measurement magnitude. 

Evolving

Profile Claim

Text

1. Summarize Clinical 

Context / Use Case
Eg: The biomarker measures beta amyloid 

deposition in the brain to assess efficacy 

of therapeutic intervention.

4. Consider Subpopulations
If performance varies between subpopulations, 

reflect composite performance in the claim, or 

consider separate claims, or clearly exclude 

poor performing subpopulations from the claim.

Eg: Spiculated tumor measurement variance is 

higher than spherical tumors.
5. Estimate Current 

Performance
Use published data and/or groundwork 

projects to estimate performance with 

"current good practice" and with 

reasonable improved practices. 

6. Determine Clinically Useful 

Performance Threshold
How small does tumor perfusion change 

need to be before medication is changed?  

How precise does lung nodule volume need 

to be to discriminate suspicious nodules and 

appropriately biopsy.

7. Consider Sample Size for 

Assessment Procedures
Tight claims drive strict requirements with 

assessment procedures that need larger 

sample sizes. A more moderate claim is 

easier to confirm with smaller sample size. 

Evolution of a QIBA Profile Claim 

qibawiki.rsna.org

* Some claims have been paraphrased/simplified

Claims:
“95% probability that measured 

change -25% to +30% encompasses 

the true tumor volume change…”

Requirements:
Actor Table

Acquisition Device

Measurement Software

Radiologist

Activity Definitions
Product Validation

Calibration / QA 

Patient Preparation

Image Acquisition / Recon

Post-Processing 

Analysis / Measurement 

User View

Will it do what I need?

What/who do I need

involved?

What do I have to do

to achieve the Claims?

(requirement checklists: 

procedures, training, 

performance targets)

Vendor View

Why do you want me to do this?

Which of my products

are affected?

What do I have to implement;

(requirement checklists:

features, capabilities, 

performance targets)

How will I be tested?Assessment Procedures:
Image Noise and Resolution

Tumor Volume Change Variability 

Site Performance

QIBA Profile Claims
The Claim in a QIBA Profile is both the quantitative performance that results from conforming to the Profile and also the root 

of all the Profile Requirements. The form of the Claim text evolves as the Profile is developed.  It needs to support the 

clinical context and the use case for the biomarker.  It needs to reflect the investigative groundwork.  It should target a level 

of performance that is practically achievable by imaging sites with reasonable equipment an procedures, but is also high 

enough to be clinically useful. It is also affected by the types of research data available and the ability to perform 

assessment procedures and other validations. 

Current Examples of QIBA Profile Claims 

Feasibility 

Testing

Consensus

Stage

Technically 

Confirmed

Stage

Manufacturer:

Acquisition 

Device

Manufacturer:

Image Analysis 

Workstation

Imaging Facility

‘Qualification’

Conformance 

Statements

Phantoms:

Physical

DRO

Checklists

Toward Conformance:

Grounded in Practicality

1. Type of Claim

2. Characterize Bias

Scenario A 

Constant wSD; 

negligible bias:

Use wSD to 

construct 95% CI

Scenario B 

Constant wSD; bias 

known:

Use TDI & wSD to 

construct 95% CI

Scenario C 

Constant wCV; 

negligible bias:

Use wCV to 

construct 95% CI

Scenario D

Constant wCV; bias 

known:

Use TDI & wCV to 

construct 95% CI

Scenario E

Multiple wCVs;

Negligible bias:

Multiple claims 

using different 

wCVs to construct 

95% CIs

Scenario F

Multiple wCVs; bias 

known:

Multiple claims 

using different TDIs 

to construct 95% 

CIs

X-sectional

3. Characterize 

wSD or wCV

1a. Same equipment/methods at all time-points?

Scenario G

Constant wSD:

Use wSD to 

estimate RC and 

construct 95% CI

Yes

Longitudinal

Scenario H 

Constant wCV:

Use wCV to 

estimate RC and 

construct 95% CI

Scenario I

Multiple wCVs:

Multiple claims 

using different 

wCVs to estimate 

RC and construct 

95% CIs

3. Characterize 

wSD or wCV

No

Scenario J 

Constant wSD; 

negligible bias:

Use wSD to estimate 

RDC and construct 

95% CI

Scenario K 

Constant wCV; 

negligible bias:

Use wCV to estimate 

RDC and construct 

95% CI

Scenario L

Multiple wCVs;

Negligible bias:

Multiple claims using 

different wCVs to 

estimate RDCs and 

construct 95% CIs

Scenario M

Constant wSD;

bias known:

Use TDI with wSD to 

estimate RDC and 

construct 95% CI

Scenario N

Constant wCV; 

bias known:

Use TDI with wCV to 

estimate RDC and  

construct 95% CI

Scenario O

Multiple wCVs; 

bias known:

Multiple claims using 

different TDIs to 

estimate RDCs and  

construct 95% CIs

3. Characterize 

wSD or wCV

Negligible

3. Characterize 

wSD or wCV

Known Unknown

Use 

Longitudinal 

Claim instead

2. Characterize Bias

Negligible Known UnknownCommon

Use Same 

equip/method 

instead

3. Characterize 

wSD or wCV

qidw.rsna.org

QIBA Profile Claim Selection Flowchart

8. Choose Claim Target
Combining all the foregoing considerations, 

clinical and physics experts choose a 

reasonable performance target. 

Use of Challenges

FDG-PET/CT for Tumor Evaluation :

Tumor glycolytic activity (SUVmax) measurements have a within-subject coefficient of variation 

of 10-12%.

CT Tumor Volumetry :

A true change in tumor volume occurred with 95% confidence if measured change is 

> 24% / 29% / 39% respectively for tumors with initial diameters of 50-100 / 35-49 / 10-34 mm.

DCE-MRI for Tumor Response :

Microvascular property (Ktrans & IAUGCBN) measurements have a within-subject coefficient of 

variation of 20% from 1.5T DCE-MRI using low molecular weight extracellular gadolinium-based 

contrast.

US Shearwave Speed (SWS) for Liver Fibrosis :

For a measured change in shear wave speed of (Y2-Y1), a 95% confidence interval for the true 

change is (Y2-Y1) ± 1.96 × [(Y1 × 0.05)2 + (Y2 × 0.05)2]1/2

DWI-MRI for Tumor Tissue Characterization :

A measured change in the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of a brain lesion of 11% or larger 

indicates that a true change has occurred with 95% confidence.

CT Lung Density :

Without lung VA, an increase in RA -950 of at least 3.7%, or a decrease in Perc15 of at least 18 

HU, is required for detection of an increase in the extent of emphysema with 95% confidence.


